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No show

Winner's circle

Thursday Thunder'

It's the Liberty Way: movie attendance is
prohibited. See story on page 2.

Seminary students polish their
preaching skills. See page 5.

Lynn Attwood leads the Lady Flames to
victory. See story on page 7.
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Imperials visit LU during 25th anniversary tour
By DAWN WALKER

By DOUG DEMPSEY

Champion Reporter

Champion.Reporter

"I always love coming here and
seeing the changes. I know God is
working on this campus," Imperial
David Will said recently. "I really
enjoy talking to the Christian young
men and women on the campus. This
is the highlight of our college tour.
We have been anticipating this concert and are so thankful for the opportunitytocome."
With a pop sound that competes
with the contemporary sounds of
today's generation, the Imperials add
spark to the Christian music scene.
The Imperials are presently touring
with their latest original recording,
"Free the Fire," their 35th release.
The only original member of the
group after 25 years is bass Armond
Morales. David Will has been with
the group 14 years. Ron Hemby sang
with Russ Taff before becoming the
Imperials' main vocalist four years
ago. The latest addition to the group
is David Robertson who has been
with the Imperials for three months.
"We are real excited about singing
with David (Robertson)," Will said.
"He possesses some great talent He
has written some of our latest songs
for our new album that will be released the first of the year," he added.
"Our new album may be a surprise
to some people. It will be very different than what most will expect," Will
said.
The band has survived 25 years of
writing, singing, performing and
proclaiming the gospel.
Morales attributes the longevity of
the band to the ministry it performs.
"Our music is more exciting today

Appearing atLiberty University for
the second time, The Imperials, a
gospel quartet band, showed why
they are the quintessential contemporary Christian group.
As smoke enveloped the stage, the
four performers strolled out to the
beat of "Free the Fire."
Before the final chords of their
opening number faded, the band broke
into a rousing rendition of "In the
Promised Land." Finally, when the
crowd began to settle, Dave Will
walkedtothe microphone and greeted
thousands of fans: "(We) came to
give God all the glory."
Following a prayer, the group led
the audience in a chorus of "I Just
CametoPraise the Lord". This song,
included on the Imperials latest album, showcased the group's sweetflowing harmony.
The first of many highlights of the
show came from a superlative version
of Andrae Crouch's classic "The
Blood Will Never Lose its Power."
Accented with a blues-oriented keyboard accompaniment, this song
brought the audience to its feet.
Audience, participation was featured

Dave Will, Dave Robertson and Armond Morales perform backup vocals during a song at the recent
Imperials concert before a large LU crowd.
pho»obyMortmtH«»ich

than it has ever been," Morales said.
Not only has the group survived in
the music world, but their work has
been rewarded by some of the greatest honors attainable. The Imperials
boast four Grammy Awards and 13
Dove Music Awards.
Besides the talent of the singers, the
group has a talented back up band. Bo
Cooper performs on the keyboards.
Brian Wootan entertains on the lead
guitar; and Jeff Moultie, on bass guitar. Robert Fuller keeps the rhythm
alive on the drums.
The Imperials combine their skills
of harmony and upbeat style with a
pop rhythm that has stood the test of
time. Throughout their successful
careers, they have held to their bibli-

cal principles.
"We want to give God all of the
glory," Will said. "Praise and worship has nothing to do with which denomination you come from. The Bible
says 'Clap your hands all ye people.'
We want to make this verse become
real," he said.
"We want God to enjoy the praises
of His people," Morales said. "We
give God the honor, praise and glory.
We just step back and let God do what
He wants to do. We love to see God
work in and change lives."
"The most enjoyable thing about
Liberty is the freedom and excitement that is shared here," Morales
said. "The students know our music,
and we are so glad to know that they

are listening to us."
The band recently toured Europe
and is anticipating going to South
Africa in March. The Imperials feel
confident that the ministry will become worldwide in the next few
years.

College Republican Club
undergoes broad changes
ByTIMCALDBECK
and LAURA GREGG

The top two officers of the LU
College Republican Club have turned
in their resignations as a result of the
controversy surrounding a poll concerning the "least understood" administrative position.
Dave Gibbs, chairman, and Mark
Gott, vice chairman of membership,
both cited personal and health reasons for theirresignations.The entire
board resigned at the request of Vice
President of Student Development
Vemon Brewer. Richard West, previously vice chairman of finance, will
serve as acting chairman until a new
executive board is elected Nov. 9.
The controversy began when Dave
Gibbs announced in chapel on Monday, Oct. 16 that the CRs would have
a table in DeMoss for studentstovote
for the least understood administrative position on campus. The project
was cancelled soon after.
Brewer explained the situation:
"They were given permission to do a
positive poll under certain guidelines.
They ignored the guidelines. I felt I
had to stop it"
Brewer said that thefirstproposal
for the poll referred to the "least appreciated" administrator. Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin, Dr. Dennis Fields,
Dean Jon Purple, Dean Mark Hine
and Brewer were among those listed.
"Originally we didn't have a problem," Brewer said. "I don't feel our
administrators need to derive their
importance from a pubUc opinion poll.
Nor do I think it's biblical to focus on
the negative. We wanted to be good
sports by keeping it on a positive
plane."
The format in which the poll was
originally presented was not acceptable to the administration. "I informed
Richard West (initiator of the project)
that we would not be abletoapprove
the project," Brewer explained. "I said,
'If you could change the negatives
into positives, we would be willing to
work with you.' They submitted it in
a positive format (least appreciated
administrator) which we approved.
The next thing we heard was thechapel
announcement."
West said the original proposal was

LIGHT offers evangelistic campaigns
By MEGAN BEARDER
Managing Editor

Russia, Italy, Haiti and France are
several of the countries students will
be traveling to on Light Ministries
international evangelistic campaigns
this year.
The campaigns, according to missions director Vernon Brewer, are
offered so that the gospel will be
presented to people throughout the
world, and in turn, the students will
be exposed to different people and
cultures.
"It's so easytotake for granted the
blessings we have in the United
States," Brewer said. "It lets God break
our hearts for the needs of the world."
Campaigns offered this year include: Eastern Europe (Russia, Romania and Hungary) Nov. 16-27;
Mexico City, Jan. 4-14; Italy and
Greece with an optional package to
Russia, March 8-19; Miami, Puerto
Rico and Haiti, March 8-19; France

and Germany, approximate dates of
May 21-June 1; and South America
(Brazil, Chili and Argentina), June 629.
The campaigns include various
ministry opportunities including
preaching, personal evangelism, Bible
and tract distribution, music, puppet
teaching, construction and sports.
Students participating in a campaign are sponsored through personal
support fund-raising, which is tax
deductible for the sponsors.
Last spring students and staff distributed more than 750 Bibles to
Russian Christians and non-Christians
on the first Light campaign to that
country.
"It changed my vision," John Eck,
a participant in that campaign, said.
"My vision was limited as a business
major, but now I can see what I can do
with a degree in business overseas."
Bibles.Christian literature, tangible
goods and Christian tapes are some of
the items students will distribute on

the Eastern Europe campaign, the first
campaign of the school year.
"It's very humbling," Eck said.
"You see the spiritual hunger, like old
ladies actually fighting for a Bible. It
really puts your daily problems and
hassles in perspective."
Brewer said the campaigns broaden
students' vision and give them a
greater burden for reaching people
with the gospel. 'They get fired up
to do more to serve the Lord," he
said.
Besides the Bibles and goods, the
students' presence is an encouragement to the Christians, Brewer explained. "Especially in third world
and communist countries, our presence lets them know they're not forgotten," he said.
More than two million people have
been reached with the gospel in more
than 100 countries in the 10 years that
campaigns have been offered at Liberty. More than 2,000 students participated in those 50 campaigns.

Drama department prepares
for 'The Lion in Winter'
By ANNE LITTLE
Special to the Champion

"The Lion in Winter," the LU drama department's fall
play, opens Nov. 2 and runs Nov. 3,4,9,10 at 8 p.m. The
play is directed by Dr. Roger Miller.
The play by James Goldman is based on the life of
Henry II of England. It is a tragicomedy that examines
Henry H's relationship with his queen, Eleanor of Aquataine, his three sons and his mistress, Alais.
Henry is faced with the dilemma of choosing one of his
sons to be the successortothe throne. At the sametimehe
must deal with his devoted mistress and strong-willed
Queen Eleanor who he has imprisoned and occasionally
lets out for holidays.
The play moves quickly and employs a lot of sarcasm
and wit as each character seeks to gel the belter of the

other. The cast is composed primarily of new students.
Henry 11 is played by newcomer Kieran Kehlor, a
religion and psychology double major from Pennsylvania.
Kehlor describes Henry as a tragic figure who has the
capacity to love but has misplaced his affections.
Teri Wicks, a senior drama major from Florida, plays the
manipulative and domineering Eleanor of Aquitaine. Wicks
describes her character as a woman who loves her sons and
her husband but loves power more.
Rachel Carr, a freshman telecommunications major
from Texas, plays the role of Henry's French mistress,
Alais. Can sees Alais as a girl who understands her
position and lack of power. Alais is one of the few characters capable of true love, and she makes this evident
through her devotion to Henry.
Tickets are available at the DeMoss Lounge Ticket
Office for $3.

in"Can'tNobody,"a
in
"Can' t Nobody," a songfilledwit
song filled with
rhythm and soul.
As smoke once again filled the stage,
the band cranked out "We are the
Warriors," an upbeat song with driving guitar chords. The band's keyboard player was featured next in a
crowd-pleasing synthesizer solo that
brought screams of delightand a standing ovation from the audience.
After a fewremarksfrom Armond
Morales, the veteran of the group, the
Imperials moved into a medley of
theiroldersongs. Thepacekeptgoing
from there with "I"m Forgiven" and
a third song from the "Free the Fire"
album, entitled "Wild Geese".
Ron Hemby, part of the group's
younger generation, wrote and sang
the next song called "DevotedtoYou".
This slower melody settled the fans
and prepared them for a short devotional from silver-haired Dave Will.
After a moving rendition of "Jesus
is the Answer," the band jumped into
thefinalnumber, "The Power of God
(Flowing in me)."
After two encores, the Imperials
exited for the final time, leaving behind not only the ringing memory of
a powerful and thrilling performance
but also the hope for their return next
year.

for a mock election of the most misunderstood administrative position.
"The idea was to pick somebody who
voted and let him or her spend the
whole day with that administrator,"
West said. "The focus was on the
position, not the individual administrator."
Things began to go wrong when
West turned the project over to Gibbs
and Gott because he needed time to
study for mid-terms. "For the chapel
announcement they changed some
words, including 'unnecessary' and
'bureaucrats.' I was shocked."
Although the poll was cancelled at
Brewer's request shortly after the
chapel announcement, the administrators emphasized that they weren't
trying to cause problems for die College Republicans. Purple said, "We
were trying to work with them and
make it something constructive."
"It's my opinion that they did it
deliberately," Brewer said. "We made
it very clear what the parameters were,
and they violated them. I had no other
recourse than to ask diem to disband
die project."
Brewer received a letter from Dave
Gibbs in which he personally apologized "for any aggravation me Col-

lege Republican Club has caused you
and the staff under you."
Gibbs also wrote: "The intended
purpose of the Club this year was to
glorify Christ through political action. In our zeal to raise funds for this
end, inexcusable miscommunication
took place."
Dave Coy and Paul Davis, president and vice presidentofSGA, said
they felt the situation was unfortunate. Although Coy and Davis are not
directly responsible for die conduct
of individual clubs, they said they felt
SGA could help in the future.
Davis said he would look into
working out recommendations for
guidelines to helpprevent similar situations from occurring. West is rewriting the constitution for die club because current constitution has not
been approved by administration.
Coy and Davis both said mat SGA
would do all it could to help set die
College Republicans back on its feet.
Coy said, "The College Republicans
can make it back this year. They have
die potential to be one of die most
effective clubs at accomplishing
tilings on campus." Coy and Davis
are in charge of die upcoming election for the new executive board.

TUDENT STATS

S How much time do students

surveys in the areas that effect and shape Liberty students' lives

spend on the phone?
160 students said:
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Men
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Juniors

Seniors

Women kMm
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Students
rave over
stadium

Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

inner
view

Students receive
benefit from White
Glove inspections
Another fall semester is rapidly coming to a close on the
Liberty University campus. Mid-terms are over; Thanksgiving break is only a few weeks away and relief mounts as
projects are finished and term papers are finally turned in.
However, in the midst of all the excitement and anticipation, one detail that we have all been trying to avoid is
staring us in the face. The infamous LU White Glove
inspection is once again a reality.
Contrary to what many students believe, White Glove
was not created as an opportunity for resident assistants and
supervisors to snoop through students' rooms in hopes of
finding potential infractions of the Liberty Way. Neither
is it intended as an inconvenience, a ploy to disrupt students' busy schedules.
White Glove was, in fact, created with thoughts of students' comfort and well-being in mind. Anyone who has
lived with someone whose idea of cleanliness is substandard to sanitary conditions will probably appreciate
the underlying principle of the spot check.
Think of it. Suddenly your roommate who has refused to
wash his sheets all semester has an incentive to do so; the
bit of mold (that green stuff) that has been slowly growing
inthecornerof theroom finally gets removed; the dust balls
under your bed disappear.
Basically, life becomes a little more pleasant. Your
dorm room loses that locker room smell; the bugs move to
more hospitable quarters; and you rediscover your orange
carpet.
Most dorm students realize that living conditions at LU
are not ideal. Three or four people have to co-exist in a
living area smaller than most people's closets. In addition,
each roommate inevitably has a different idea of what
constitutes a comfortable living atmosphere.
Under such circumstances dirt and clutter are not only
very frustrating, they serve as a constant source of irritation. In more severe cases, serious personality conflicts
can develop between roommates based on a room's sanitary conditions.
Therefore, we must conclude that even though cleaning is
not a popular activity among college students, White Glove
is a necessary part of dorm life.
Keeping your room clean and clutter-free is basically impossible throughout the hectic schedule of the semester.
We have little enough time to perform necessary functions
such as sleeping or eatingregularly,much less maintain
common standards of cleanliness.
Whether or not we want to admit it, White Glove serves
an important function in our college lives. Oh, we may gripe
now; but in the years to come,'we will realize it was a
learning experience from which we benefited.

Students who attend movies
violate university policy
Policy Analysis
Old habits die
T
J
hard, and in the
DOUglaS
case of Liberty
Dempsey
University's off— — — —
campus movie policy, old habits may
prove immortal.
Since its inception in 1971 Liberty has had a policy of not allowing
its students to attend movies off
campus.
This policy, set up and maintained
by an executive committee which
oversees all of the school's rules,
stems more from a fundamentaust
tradition than actual biblical doctrine.
While realizing the Bible does not
say "thou shah not attend movies,"
the school board still feels the need to
"protect" students from different
aspects of the movie industry.
Jon Purple, dean of student development, said, "(There is) nothing
intrinsically wrong with it (attending
movies)." However, he added that
things such as philosophy and moral-

ity, which are not reflected in the rule of the university.
ratings, may affect students.
Managers of the local theatres are
"The ratings don't reflect what is aware of Liberty's movie policy and,
according to Purple, when they see
acceptable or not," Purple said.
Liberty students.
The fact that —~~^~-—^^——^——^
— - — '
movies are now
shown on campus
has been consid- j§ j)Qf |y/f/y QftOnCUnQ
comeJerry'skids,"
ered as a possible
** he said.
m
double standard. ITIOVi&S but bfOdkinO
The easiest solution to this
However, since all
.,
.
...
problem would be
campus movies
the
rule
of
the
to change die polare selected and
university.
icy. Purple said
reviewed by a
•
•
•
•
•
•
i
^
^
"
that idea has
special committee maomi^m^mm
"been
batted
around
and disand edited, movies are allowed.
cussed"
in
meetings.
However,
until
Another reason movies are allowed
it
is
changed,
die
rule
remains
in
on campus is that die administration
effect.
does not want to tell students no
Liberty University students are still
without any options, Purple said.
The obvious problem with such a "encouraged to abstain from attendpolicy is enforcement. According to ing motion picture dieatres," the
Purple, die school is not naive enough Liberty Way states. To help stuto think certain students don't go to dents remember this "encouragement"
diere is still a four reprimand penalty
movies.
"Students knew die school policy given to violators.
The bottom line, as stated by Dean
before they enrolled, and they should
adhere to it," Purple said. He added Purple, is that students "need to make
that die real problem is not widi at- wise choices." In die eyes of die
tending movies but widi breaking die school, that still means no movies.

After several
Jeffrey
years of constant
flying, the Flames Simmons
eagle has finally '
landed, and thistimehe has a nest of
its own. Willard May Stadium was
packed Oct. 21 as die nationallyranked Flames knocked off Towson
State in die first game played in die
new facility.
Even had die Flames lost, die experience of watching die game in our
own, brand-spanking new stadium
would have been well worth die
sore, blistered feet, die ringing ears
and raspy voice.
My friends and I played songs on
whisdes, direw crumbs of bread to die
crowd, did Superman imitations and
generally cheered our brains out to
die delight of die morbid "bleacher"
potatoes sitting behind us.
I asked several other students about
dieir first impressions of die stadium
and what impact it had on diem.
Mike Thomas, West Palm Beach,
Fl. - "I was filled widi awe and felt
insignificant and tiny in such a mass
of humanity."
Debbie Epperly, Anna, Ohio - "I
thought the stadium looked great, and
it was exciting because it was on our
campus."
Bill Johnson, Omena, Mich. -" It
was exciting, colorful, exuberant and
most of all it was clean."
Matt Dean, Richland, Wash. - "I
really like die new stadium, but I
think we should put money into other
departments as well."
Brian Dean, Lewisburg, W.Va. "I was proud and felt like I was at a
major university tiiis weekend because all die people were coming to
our campus to watch our nationally
ranked team."
Mark Gedicks, Rustburg, Va. "It was a pretty righteous place, but I
couldn't find a seat."
Bonnie Kauffman, Lancaster, Pa.
- "As I was sitting in die stands, I
dianked God for die football stadium.
It truly is a miracle."
Amy McConaughy, Averill
Park, N.Y.- "Itlooked professional.
The colors were bright. The players
really stood out against die colors."

The real problem £g±*Z

Campus: Issues and Answers

Simple tests assist in decision process
Question:
Dr. A. Pierre
How can I
know what is Guillermin
right or wrong
in making some of life's decisions?
Answer: The standard response to
this question is usually to search die
Scriptures, pray about it and consult
widi odier Christians. However, often times Christians misinterpret or
misapply die Scripture. They sometimes will pray about a course of
action widi dieir mind already made
up and die counsel of Christians may
be in error. What do you do men? The
following is not original widi me, but
it's good advice, and I would suggest
dial you give it serious consideration.
There are three tests which may be
applied to any course of action. These
tests are not necessarily absolute, but
diey can help you in determining a
course of action. These tests are: die
test of source, die test of die motive
and die test of effect.
The test of the source: If you can
determine die original source of die
idea, it will help you to determine
whetiier or not it is something you
ought to do. Does this originate widi
die Scriptures, an unbeliever, a fellow
believer or your thoughts?
If die source is die Scripture and
it is interpreted and applied correcdy
tiien diere is no question of its validity. If die source is a fellow believer or
unbeliever, you must decide if God is
speaking to you diroughtitatperson.
Just remember, any suggestion contrary to die word of God is wrong.
The test of motive: Motives are die
reasons why we do certaintilingsand
refrain from doing odiertilings.Ask
yourself diese questions: Why am I
doing this? Why am I not doing this?
Why am I not doing dial? Why do I
want to do this? Why don't I want to
dotiiat?When die source of die idea

Football team typifies
'never-say-die' spirit
For the most part the Champion, like any other newspaper, uses its editorial section to discuss and debate the many
problems or discrepancies on campus and in the world
today.
However, it is past time that the Champion uses this
section to honor 85 students who have placed Liberty
University on the map in a short span of seven weeks. This
group, as you might have guessed, is the 1989 LU football
team.
The Flames, 6-1, are off to their best start in the school's
17-year history, and only dropped their first game in
Florida this past weekend. But the Flames have meant
much more to the school than just their record.
The team typifies the "never-say-die" spirit that has followed Liberty since its humble beginning. Our first glimpse
of it came when unknown redshirt freshman quarterback
Robbie Justino took over for the injured Paul Johnson and
led the Flames to an exciting last-second victory over
Eastern Illinois.
The next week an inspiring second half performance by
the LU defense gave the Flames just enough to stun Division 1-A Eastern Michigan in one of the most thrilling
games in Liberty history.
The Flames are not in the playoffs yet, and no one has
conceded the national championship to them, but in seven
memorable weeks they have given everyone associated
with this school a deep sense of pride and belonging to this
once "unknown" institution.
J

cannot easily be identified, honest
answers totiiesequestions will help
you focus on the motive involved. For
example, it is right to something for
yourself, but is wrong to consider self
only. While it is good for you to do
good to others, it is better for you to do
good toward God. Everything we do
or refrain from doing should have as
its basic motive a desire to serve die
Lord and benefit die Christian faith.
The test of effect: If die first two
tests fail to tell you whetiier or not

you ought to do a certaintiling,men
apply the third test — the test of
effect Ask yourself the following
questions: How will what I'm
about to do affect my relationship
widi God? How will my action affect
or reflect upon my fellow believers?
What impact or influence will my
action have upon unbelievers? If die
ultimate effect is good and is consistent with scriptural precepts and principles, then it is right.
Of course, die question that always

The Liberty Way

arises is, if after applying all tiiese
tests, I am still uncertain as to my
course of action, what am I to do then?
If you are uncertain what action is
proper and if no action is immediately
necessary, men defer making that
decision. It is better to delay a decision man to be wrong. On die odier
hand, if immediate action is necessary, be sure that you are living so
close to the Lord and in constant communion widi Him so you can be reasonably sure of His guidance.
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Student escapes Romania to study in Christian environment
By DANIEL DOMBAK

separates Romania and Yugoslavia, team. This did not qualify as a reli- any formal English teaching and raise him after his father's death in
gious reason because he could still struggled with the unfamiliar lan- 1969. Although he was happy to hear
Prunaru jumped.
Afterawaitofanhour, hemadehis practice his Christian faith in Roma- guage.
she was coming, when he heard the
He also struggles with other as- news, it made him cry.
way to theriverand prepared himself nia as he had for his entire life. His
"I cried because if my grandmother
for the mile and a half swim across. friends encouraged him to lie about pects of American life.
"The culture here is different," comes to America, I have to leave the
Partially across the river, he saw a his reasons for escaping from Romania or to escape from the refugee Prunaru said. "Most of the time I school for a while," Prunaru said. He
patrol boat
"If they see you they have to har- camp. Prunaru insisted on telling the spend alone. I like to be alone because said that he'll needtoquit in order to
it's hard to trust people. I would like get a job and support his grandmother.
poon you (the method they use to truth and staying.
During the interview he was ques- a close friend, someone close to my
Prunaru doesn't know when or if
remove youfromthe water)," Prunaru
tioned about his rea- heart, but.."
his grandmother will come to the
said. "If you are
son for leaving RomaAnd Prunaru deals with troubles at States. He has been unable to contact
lucky, they take you
nia. He told his inter- home. Shortly after his escape from his mother. He cannot afford to telefrom the water, beat
viewers he escaped so Romainia, his mother lost her bank phone because the call costs three
you and put you in
he could study music job. S he was told that because her son dollars per minute. He has written but
jail." Thejail term for
at
a Christian college. escaped from the country and the bank has reason to believe the government
an attempted escape
During
the interview had "secrets," she could no longer has intercepted the letters.
ranges from two to
he
sang
a song about work for them. She had to look for
Yet through his struggles and
five years. Additional
Barnabas, whom God two months before finding a new job; problems, Prunaru keeps his eyes
your life, the vital facet of respect time may be added if
freed from prison and it was part-time and paid a low wage. on God.
may be cultivated in your relationship an escapee is caught
was tested on his
with them again with the addition of a with American dolPrunaru also recently found out
"I am a pilgrim here on this earth,"
knowledge of the thathisgrandmotherhasbeen granted he wrote in September for a class
little understanding. Remember that lars; Prunaru was carBible. Many refugees a visa to leave Romania and come to assignment "and I try to be a good
you are not the only one who is chang- rying several.
claim
religious perse- the United States. He loves his grand- disciple, to influence and show the
ing; parents, too, are having a difficult
Unspotted by the Daniel Prunaru
cution
but know noth- mother dearly because she helped world therightway to heaven."
time defining their rolesrightnow.
patrol,
Prunaru
Once you have stepped outside climbed from theriveran hour later. ing about God or the Bible.
After the interview all Prunaru
yourself to view the whole picture, His first reaction was to pray and cry.
could
do was wait He spent his time
you can begin to appreciate the wis"I prayed 'Lord, you are in control
dom your parents possess. Experi- of my life now.' And I cried because fasting and praying. Typically, if a
ence has made them more cautious my family, my country and my friends refugee does not receive a response
about his status within two days, it
than brash young college students, were all across the river."
1 BC(Before Career Center)
AD 925(Afler Direction)
who see no reason that the world
Prunaru spent 20 days in a Yugo- means his request has been declined
cannot be conquered the day after slavian prison as an illegal alien be- and he will be returned to the country
graduation. Try listening to what they fore he was transferred to an United from which he escaped.
have to say; they may actually know Nations' refugee camp. At the camp
For Prunaru the two-day period
something that you don't!
came
and went without any response.
he spent six months recovering from
Maintaining communication with injuries he sustained during his es- Again, his friends urged him to try to
your parents is very important during cape and waiting to be interviewed to escape, and again Prunaru refused.
this progressionfromadolescence to determine whether he would be reOn thefifthday he was approached
adulthood. Parents may serve as a turned to Romania or be allowed to by one of the interviewers. "I don't
kind of rearview mirror in our lives, travel to the United States.
know your God," she said, "but I
reminding us of where we've been
Prior to his interview, friends took believe that if you lied to us (the
and how far we've come. At the same him aside and asked him what he was committee who interviewed Prunaru)
time they can see their future in us.
your God will not bless you."
going to tell the officials.
"Nice 'clean' resume, Mr. Blank. "Very impressive indeed! Our
Prunaru
was granted his request and
And that is the crucial element of
Refugees are usually returned unHave you ever considered cus- corporation could use a man
understanding for all of us. Whether less they can prove economic, politi- was free to go.
of your caliber."
todial engineering?"
parents, sons or daughters, we must cal or religious reasons for escaping
Two years later Prunaru finally
remember that we are no longer in the from their country. Prunaru claimed made his way to Liberty University.
past, and the future has not yet ar- none of these.
But the journey has not been easy;
S E N I O R S : Still living in the past?
rived. We are simply in transition,
He wanted to study music at Lib- neither has the stay.
Look ahead to the future. Prepare your resume now for
trusting the Lord to be the strength of erty University, a Christian school he
"It was very hard for metolearn the
Career Day, November 2.
all generations.
learned about from a LU mission language," he said. He had never had

to do more thanfillout a paper or two;
he had to escapefromhis country.
Prunaru escaped from Romania on
When most students decided they July 17, 1987. He left his home by
wanted to attend Liberty University, train, without telling his family of his
they filled out an application and plans and carrying only a small pack
dropped it into the nearest mailbox. containing some clothes, food and
When Daniel Prunaru, 22, decided music scores. When the train aphe wanted to study at Liberty, he had proached the Danube River, which
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Advice on Living

1

Parental advice benefits
students who will listen
Sometimes I
Christie
look at where I am
in relationship to
Hayes
where I'm going
and where I've been and I wonder...
where am I now? If high school is the
platform from which we spring, and
adulthood is the landing on which we
eventually rest, currently I'm suspended somewhere between the two.
Being in midair has advantages.
You can feel the rush of freedom,
without concrete responsibility. You
can make our own decisions without
cooking your own meals.
Yet you know the difficulties of
being in transition. While you're
growing and maturing, attempting to
discover God's leading for your futures, things at home have a way of
staying about the same. And people at
home (especially parents) have a way
of expecting you to be the same.
This is certainly an understandable
situation, albeit a difficult one for all
involved. It's difficult for parents to
know just how much independence to
grant us, and it's difficult for us to
know how much we need them. The
result is often a breakdown in communication with each party failing to
comprehend the other's position.
While you may not be able to agree
with your parents on every detail of

Senior History:
The Resume Period

The Career Center

the HO story

Student examines lack of LU dating
Trying to figure
Dan
out who is responsible for the thou- Hochhalter
sands of dateless
individuals moping around on this
campus every Friday night is a good
way to get a Coke bottle broken over
your head.
This subject remains very much taboo because a lot of journalism students fear death and — worse yet —
Letterstothe Editor, telling us writers
that we're amateurs and we have a lot
to leam about reality.
Students in other majors also avoid
the subject and understandably so.
Some find that there are more importanttopicsover which to declare
war. But I, however, being the sociologist that I am, decided to approach
this subject in the most neutral sense
that I could.
One unfortunate element I find
when this subject is brought up is war.
The mere mention of the word
"DATE" immediately splits this
campus into two categories: "Men"
and "Women."
Each side viciously accuses the
other side of being low-lifes or some
other form of cheese mold. Girls
break into tears because no one will
ask them out. (Note: A very common

complaint among females is that their
Friday nights are always spent in
their dorm rooms. First, that isn't the
best place to spend a Friday night if
they want to get asked out because
guys are not allowed in girls' dorms.)
Guys, on the other hand, break into
tears because after asking a girl out,
they are rejected in the most embarrassing way possible. (Another note:
Guys don't break into tears because
we're macho, but I needed just the
right phrase so girls could relate.)
Now, granted, I am a guy, so I'll be
speaking from the guy's point of
view — a point of view for which I
hold the utmost regard.
So, what's the problem? Or, more
importantly, who's at fault? If I say
it's the guys, I'll probably get my
teeth kicked in. If I say the girls, I'll
probably get my teeth kicked in.
So what should I do (besides avoid
this subject in which I 'm already neckdeep, and thus save my teeth)?
Actually, the answer to the question of fault is an easy one: both. I feel
an explanation is very appropriate
here (as my pearly whites are getting
nervous).
To explain this totally original
answer, let me offer you two
different scenarios.

First, we have the guy, to whom
we will refer as Texaco Herbster.
Now, Texaco is a friendly fella, who
obviously has a lot of friends. But
Texaco has got a problem: He's so
shy he wouldn't ask a girl out to
save his life.
So what does Texaco do? He
hangs around with other guys who
are more than likely just as shy, goes
to the movie at David's Place and
throws popcorn at the screen,
despite the fact that there are 15
dorms full of women singing
"Somewhere Out There."
So you tell me—who's guilty?
The remedytothis is simple. Girls,
take an M-60 machine gun, go down
to the student center, find the man of
your dreams and shoot his friends.
Or if you can't find an M-60 machine gun, come out of your dorm
rooms Friday singing a chorus of
Petra's "I Am Available."
Scenario Two is as follows: I was
engaged in a meaningless conversation with Bethal Eek, an attractive
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female who had nothing bettertodo.
During the course of the conversation, she suddenly asked, "Dan,
where's the best place to meet guys?"
I, being a guy myself, responded
confidently, "In front of any TV on a
Monday Night"
"That's a good idea."
Now it occurred to me I was about
to miss an opportunity, so I, in a very
spur-of-the-momentish sort of way,
asked, "Well, I'm going to watch
football Monday night. Do you want
to come with me?"
Immediately, she replied, "Oh, I
thought I'd relax Monday night"
I understood completely after she
pried my fingers from her Adam's
apple.
Still, you tell me, who's guilty?
The remedy for this is also simple.
Girls, lower your standards.
Scenarios such as these can easily
be solved in about the same way. If
not as always, Letters to the Editor
can be dropped off in the journalism
lab.
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Kappa Delta Pi
sponsors cleanup
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Officers
compete
in challenge
ByTIMCALDBECK

Champion Reporter
longer than November. It is being
done to get people out of the habit of
A group of men from the Reserve
News Editor
dropping trash in the academic buildOfficer's Training Corps participated
ings, dorms or on the ground."
in a Ranger Challenge competition at
"Auxilary Services will judge each
Kappa Delta Pi, the International
Fort A.P. Hill on Saturday, Oct. 21.
Education Honor Society, is initiat- quadrant once a week, and it will post
The group included the following
ing a campus-wide clean up program the results at the bookstore near the
nine students: Paul Karbley, Bruce
map," Connor said. 'The winner will
call'Trashlt."
Buchanan, Greg Coile, Erik Benedict,
Throughout the month of Novem- be hosted by Auxilary Services and
Wade Warren, Wade Swatsworth, Bill
ber, Kappa Delta Pi will oversee a Kappa Delta Pi at Kappa Delta Pi's
Adams, Nathan Richards and Erik
competition between participating monthly meeting on Dec. 7," Connor
Voegtle. Captain Richard MacDerdorms and organizations with the aid continued.
mott accompanied the group.
"Each year Kappa Delta Pi sponof Auxilary Services and the Campus
The competition allowed the men
Pride and Safety Committee of the sors a project which provides a service to the campus, the community or Wendl Cockrum, "Peach," Don Case, Ronda Jurgeson and Christos Carroll enjoy a round of Monopoly to display their knowledge of military
Residence Life Office.
•**>•*John** skills in the following areas: orienA map located at the bookstore some other part of the world," Con- at David's Place to break away from their studies. "
teering—land navigation, M-16 rifle
across from the supervisor station nor said. Last year it helped raise
range shooting, one-rope bridge crossdivides the campus into almost SO school supplies for a South Korean
ing, hand grenade throwing and a 10quadrants. Each participating dorm orphanage.
kilometer run.
and club will be responsible to keep
"This summer I was here for sumAssistant professor of military scione of these quadrants clean during mer school, and I saw the deans By ANDREA BLAIR
something.
That
is
the
main
factor
Resident assistant John Eck gave a
ence
Captain Daniel J. Thomas said,
the month of November.
mowing the lawn," Connor said. Champion Reporter
in
LIGHT,
to
get
the
students
intestimony about his trip with LIGHT
"The
group from LU did very well.
"Then
the
students
came
back
and
the
volved
John Connor, vice president of
to the Soviet Union last spring. He
They
were highly motivated. They
The
LIGHT
Club
held
a
rally
Oct.
trash
started
appearing
on
the
ground,
"LIGHT
is
here
not
only
to
recruit
Kappa Delta Pi, said: "This is more
andother students visited Moscow,
displayed
enthusiasm and a very pro22
for
all
LIGHT
members
and
those
so
we
decided
to
do
something
about
missionaries
but
also
to
let
people
than a campus pride activity. It is our
Hungary, Germany and Austria.
fessional
attitude."
interested
in
joining.
it"
see
the
needs
of
world
evangelism
hope that the effects will last much
"Wetookover900Biblesandbooks
Thomas is also responsible for the
right across the border, which wasn't through prayer," Eck commented.
27
freshman and 16 sophomore mili"Often
we
forget
about
the
missionareasy to do, but we did it through
tary
students on campus. This group
ies
while
our
prayers
are
needed
so
prayer," Eck said. "We also did street
participated
infieldtraining exercises
much."
the University of North Carolina Tar including Loyola University and evangelism right in Red Square.
By BRETTB.HARVEY
the
weekend
of Oct. 13-15 at Fort
Champion Reporter
Students
may
get
involved
with
Heel Debate Tournament, considered Emory University.
"I never thought that I'd be walking
Lee
near
Petersburg,
Va.
one of the most elite debates in the
LIGH
through
overseas
missions
trips,
Instructor Brett O'Donnell, direc- down Red Square as a 21 year old,"
Liberty University had a chance to nation.
inner
city
trips
with
Urban
Outreach,
Thomas
added
that
there is an
tor of forensics, said, "This was the Eck continued, "but God is faithful to
show its debating prowess again Oct.
The debate draws some of the best first test under pressure from some of give us the desires of our hearts."
prayer support groups, campaigns and Officer's Christian Fellowship which
21-23. The debate team was invited to teams in the country to Chapel Hill, the best in the nation, and we perEck said that he and LIGHT Vice follow-up on World Emphasis Week. meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. at
President Scott Hofert were stopped The next LIGHT rally is scheduled MacDermott's home. The meetings
formed really well."
The judgesrankedLiberty's nov- by two soldiers and three KGB agents for Nov. 7 in DeMoss 160 at 7 p.m. are open to all.
ice team as the best novice team at the for giving out Bibles. 'They thought
tournament. The duo of Tim Edwards that we were trying to sell the Bibles
tary Samuel Pierce last Friday inand Audrey Rekecsky was Liberty's on the black market."
World
voked his fifth amendment right
Eck, who is chaplain of LIGHT,
only novice representative.
against self-incrimination during
The brother team of Charles and said that through the trip he gained a
Officials fear 54 died
a House subcommittee investigaDavid Kester raced through the junior broader perspective on life.
in plane crash
* - ^ Ice O e a m Parlor ^ ^
tion of Pierce's term as HUD
"Before I went I just figured I'd be
varsity division with a record of seven
TAIPEI, Taiwan - One American chief.
wins and one loss. Unfortunately the in the US. Now I have a wider vision
40 Flavors o f Hershey's Ice Cream & Yogurts
The committee is investigating
is feared dead after a China Airlines
loss came in the semifinal round. Char- as to what I can do overseas."
• Fine Desserts
• Sandwiches - Croissants
Boeing 737 crashed into a mountain the alleged mismanagement of
Eck, who will be graduating this
les Kester walked away with the top
• Pitas & Pizza
• Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
last Thursday minutes after take off. HUD which resulted in the misspeaker award, and David Kester was year with a business degree, said he
4915 Fort Avenue
Hours:
Officials say all 54 passengers are direction of millions of dollars in
received an award for being the fifth would like to return to the Soviet
Lynchburg
Mon.-Thurs.
11:30-10
funds.
Union sometime in the future. "I'd
believed dead.
best speaker in the division.
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-11
The one American on board was
The varsity team came within one like to go back sometime, maybe not
Sunday 1:00-10
J. Wayne Phillips, vice president of S e n a t e a p p r o v e s d e a t h
round of the qualifying quarterfinal as a missionary but at least as an
Universal Paint Corp. in City of In- penalty for terrorists
round before being eliminated. Eu- influence for Christ"
dustry, Calif. All other passengers
He encouraged all interested stugene Han and Lisa Lundquist worked
WASHINGTON - The Senate
were Taiwanese.
hard for their three wins and five loss dents to get involved with LIGHT in
8 Channel
Multi-Track
Recording
voted 70-29 last Thursday to apsome way. "LIGHT is there for the
record.
The
teams
they
had
to
defeat
R e s i g n a t i o n s require
prove a death penalty proposal for
were all ranked in the top 16 teams in students," he said. "All we need is
Thatcher maneuver
terrorists convicted of killing an
students who are willing to do
the nation last year.
Their wins included defeats over
LONDON - Prime Minister Marga- American during an act of terrorlast year's number five team, Emory
Jingles—Commercials—Demos
ret Thatcher moved quickly to fill ism against the United States. The
University; the quarterfinalist in last Correction
openings in her cabinet after the res- bill now awaits approval by the
House.
year's nationals, University of Pittsignations of two cabinet officials.
Opponents of the death penalty
The Oct. 25 edition of The Libburgh; and one of the nation's top
Treasury chief Nigel Lawson and
erty Champion incorrectly imdebate teams from Bates University.
Thatcher's personal economic ad- measure claim more countries will
plied that all seniors will have the
O'Donnell said, "I am extremely
viser left their cabinet posts follow- refuse to extradite convicts facing
Rt. 2, Box 535
Phone:
option of split meal plans. The
pleased with the last showing, and I
ing an 18-month downturn in the the death penalty.
proposal would only benefit senfeel the team is improving every
British economy.
Evington.VA 24550
(804) 525-7124
American flags burned
iors in dorms 29-32.
week."
Thatcher quickly appointed forduring demonstration
The team is doing better than last
eign secretary John Major to replace
year's team was at this point in the
SEATTLE- A crowd numberLawson.
ing in the hundreds burnt 1,000
season. At this time last year, the team
flags here early Saturday morning,
had compiled a total ofapproximately
Nation
minutes after a federal law banning
forty points; however, this team has
&
desecration of the flag took effect.
tripled that output, gathering almost
P i e r c e p l e a d s fifth
The crowd included some Viet140 points.
b e f o r e H o u s e c o m m i t t e e nam Veterans, neo-Nazi skinheads
The next tournament will be held at
and other counterculture groups.
James Madison University from Oct.
WASHINGTON - Former HousThe act is punishable by a one27-29 where LU is expected to do
10 MINUTES FROM LU
very well in all three divisions.
ing and Urban Development Secre- year jail term and $1,000 in fines.

By CURT W.OLSON

LIGHT provides ministry opportunities

Debate team performs well at UNC

News Briefs
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The Liberty
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'Thursday Thunder' polishes preachers

Tae Kwon Do to form school

By JEFFREY SIMMONS
Champion Reporter

By CHRIS BOGGS
Champion Reporter

Several students preparing for die
ministry met in die Prayer Chapel
Oct 12 to fine tune their preaching
skills and to fellowship with one
anodier.
"Thursday Thunder,"was established for two distinct reasons.
"We're trying to accomplish two
things with 'Thursday Thunder,"'
Rick Biesiadecki, president of the
Shepherds Club, said. "One, we want
to have atimeof fellowship; two, we
want to work on die gifts God has
given us."
Ministry students participating in
the meetings receive "hands on"
experience in preaching before a
group, holding a communion service
and baptizing new believers. The
informal gatiierings usually consist
of an opening prayer time' followed
by short messages by students scheduled to speak.
The sermons are delivered in die

The Liberty University Tae Kwon Do club is presently in the process of
becoming its own school rather than an extension of the Fujimura Tae
Kwon Do school in Lynchburg.
"In the next couple of years we should become our own school," Robert
George, assistant instructor at Fujimura, said.
The club needs 25 paying members to become a school unto itself,
George reported.
The cost to join the club is $70 per semester. Part of the fee goes to the
United States Tae Kwon Do Union (USTU), and the other part goes to the
World Tae Kwon Do Federation (WTF).
Mark Maurner, an assistant instructor, said any person between the age
of 7 and 77 can take Tae Kwon Do.
"It builds confidence and discipline of both the body and the mind," he
said. "The student gets out of Tae Kwon Do what he puts into it and more."
The Tae Kwon Do club had itsfirstbelt test of the year on Oct 31 with
about 17 students testing for diefirsttime.
George said that the club would accept students from outside LU when
it becomes its own school, but it would rather keep the membership limited
to LU students.
The club meets every Tuesday and Thursday night from 6 to 7:30 for
beginners and from 7 to 8:30 for advanced students in die new gym above
the Fast Break Snack Shop.

FCA urged to express love

Thursday meetings, and die communion and baptismal services are practiced on Mondays at Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
Michael Hrinda, a pastoral major,
said he enjoys die meetings and die
chance to deliver a message to an
audience.
"The meetings help tune up your
preaching," he said. "I might not be
ready to preach in a church, but I can
preach here."
Biesiadecki stressed his vision for
future pastors during die meetings.
"Our vision is not to build big
churches," he explained. "We want to
be men of God."
"Thursday Thunder" is not stricdy
limited to pastoral majors. Anyone
planning a full-time ministry can take
advantage of die weekly ministry.
"Our meetings are open to anyone
who feels the call of God intiieirlife
or is even thinking about going into
the ministry," Biesiadecki sai
The meetings are sponsored by die
Christian Service office.

SGA seeks approval for proposal

By LESLIE COPPESS
Champion Reporter

A Liberty professor, Dr. Don Garlock, delivered a message to the Fellowship of Christian Athletes Oct 26.
Students gathered in die Hancock Building to hear Dr. Don Garlock,
chaplain of die Lynchburg Red Sox, challenge them to "love one anodier."
Garlock explained that some churches only allow certain types of people
to attend. Every member follows die church standard, and anyone out of die
norm is looked down upon.
"We need to look beyond die conditions and realize dial Jesus is
concerned with die soul. He doesn't care what die outside looks like,"
Garlock said. "Just being a help to somebody can open up die chance for salvation," Garlock commented.
In closing Garlock encouraged students to tell a relative or friend "I love
you" before it's too late.
"A lot of people think they'll live 80 years and have their parents forever.
That's simply not true," Garlock concluded. "Students on this campus lose
friends and loved ones every day. You may not have time to say 'I love
you.'"

Two weeks ago the SGA Senate
approved a bill diat would allow pizzas to be ordered after curfew.
Administrative approval is pending and there are certain limitations
regarding the bill.

First, pizza can only be delivered
by Dominoes pizza delivery. Also,
delivery stops at 2:30 a.m.
Further, die driver must be an LU
student and pizzas must be picked up
in dorm lobbies.

Correction
Elementary major reorganized
A headline in die Oct. 11 edition
of The Liberty Champion read,
School Drops Elementary Education Major.
The education department has
reported several inquiries about die
headline.
The article stated, "Students
wanting to teach elementary education must declare anodier major

but can still be certified as elementary teachers."
Dr. Karen Parker of die elementary education concentration said,
"The article was factual in its content, but die misleading headline
made people diink odierwise."
The Champion apologizes for
any confusion resulting from die
headline.

Message reaps more than 13 decisions
By LESLIE COPPESS
Champion Reporter

More than 13 students made decisions for Christ during die Oct. 10
hall meeting in dorm 8.
Bill Kagey, a Liberty graduate and
former football player, spoke on "Do
you know that you know you're
saved?"
Richard Hogsett realized he had
been wearing die "Christian" label
and received Christ after hearing
Kagey's message.
"What really struck home with me
is when Kagey said if you're 99 percent sure you're saved diat 1 percent
could send you to hell," Hogsett said.
"I could feel the presence of the
devil diat night as we prepared for
hall meetings. I almost decided to
skip until someone told me we would
only have five minutes of announcements."
Hogsett said if he had known diere
was going to be a speaker he might
not have attended die meeting. He did
pull a chair into the hall though, and
sat down.
"I didn't know the speaker, but for
some reason I hated him," Hogsett
continued. "I guess it was anodier
trick of the devil. I sat there trying not
to let die words affect me, but sitting

there on that chair where I could see
and hear, it was impossible to close
out die speaker."
The otiiers who responded to die
message were makingtiieirway into
die RA's room when die devil told
Hogstett to "wait a couple of days and
get saved later."
"Suddenly die Lord spoke to me,
and I knew I had to get saved NOW!
I was tired of faking it! I claimed I had
been saved as a small child but knew
it was just a story I told people when
they asked," Hogsett explained.
"I felt so awesome diat night after I
received Christ. It's amazing how God
puts everytilinginto perspective. Now
I can look forward to eternity."
Liberty has been a real change for
Mike McClard, a freshman and former marine who had shared his salvation experience in an Oct. 11 Wednesday evening service. McClard also re-

sponded to Kagey's message. Kagey
got us allfiredup!"
McClard grew up in a Christian
home, went to church, and his father
was a pastor. He knew all die steps in
becoming a Christian.
"I was die student body president of
my class; everybody in town knew
me and thought I had it all. But I hated
my guts. I moved into my own apartment where I became an alcoholic
and broke every law in die Ten Commandments. I was on die verge of
suicide when a marine recruiter called
me.
Though die marines redirected his
life, die recent change in his life
though, has given McClard a burden
for the entire student body.
"I really have a burden for this
school, he said. About one-third of
our dorm raised their hands and said
they weren't saved, but not all went

forward," he said.
McClard questioned, "If one-diird
of dorm eight isn't saved how many
otiiers are playing games?"
Bill Kagey said "It's not a change
of mind; its a change of heart. Too
many people say die words but don't
really mean diem in dieir hearts."
"Salvation is not a ticket," McClard
concluded. "Jesus is die only one diat
knows the path outof Hell. There's no
express shutde out; He's it"

Alex McFarland practices his preaching skills at a recent Thursday
Thunder meeting in the prayer chapel.
««• "v °™n *****
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Nov. 6,1989.
Call Dwayne 3301
or Anne 3442
*While Supplies Last!
> # * *

Guess How Many Seeds
Are I n The Pumpkin!

BUY/SELL AVON
AtfOll
Free Gifts • Free Products
—
'"- Earn up to 50% Commission.
• No out of pocket expenses
• $30.00 worth of free product to qualifying sales people
• Make up to 50% commission
For more information on an Avon Sales Career or to purchase Avon Products, call
Jackie Crawley at 239-7862.

Soft Contact Lenses

r

OUPON

Spherical Daily Wear
Contacts

$99.00
Barnes Hind Soft Mate I
Fee Includes: Exam, Fitting & Follow-Up Care
Present Coupon At TimeOf^Purchase ^

~1

CONGRATULATIONS!

RIVER RIDGE MALL
(Next To J.C. Penney's)
.#

I i
•=

Pumpkin Seed Contest Winners
1. Brian Keener
2. J o n Goering
3. Michael A. Wilson

A Moody. O.D.
I. Ediltberg, O.D.
J. Zimmerman. O.D.

OPTICAL
WORLD
OPTOMCTRISTS

Actual Count: 8,792
i

:

<

,
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Central Florida deals Flames first setback
to regain the lead.
During the game-winning drive
Knight tailback Willie English carried the ball seven times for 61 yards
to place the ball in Flames' territory.
Quarterback Ron Johnson (10 for 16
for 92 yards) capped the drive with a
one-yard plunge into the endzone.
Liberty's Donald Smith caught die
ensuing kickoff under a stiff wind and
was dropped for no return. However,
the officials whistled Central Florida
offsides on the kick, and Liberty was
granted another chance to return the
ball. Kicker Franco Gril la's next kick
sailed high and landed between two
Liberty players, giving Central
Florida's Jesse Brown time to pounce
on the loose ball and preserving the
Knights' fifth win of the season.
"The wind was blowing hard, and
I had a difficult time getting to the
ball," Smith said. "I was hoping to
catch it on thefirstbounce but it took
a weird bounce. I couldn't get to it."

By KEVIN BLOYE
Sports Editor
After falling behind with less than
three minutes left in Saturday's game,
the Flames were unable to maintain
that aura of invincibility that had
carried them through the previous six
games.
The Knights recovered a high, short
kick-off with 2:37 left in the game to
extinguish any hopes of a Liberty
comeback giving Division 2 Central
Florida a 33-30 upset over the ninthranked Flames.
"This loss will definitely bring us
down to earth," Flames' tailback
Charles McCray said. "It's time now
to go back to basics and concentrate
on winning the last three games."
After the Flames took a 30-26 lead
behind the passing of Paul Johnson
(23 for 45 for 272 yards), the Knights,
behind an impressive running attack,
marched 80-yards on 14 ground plays

In the first half each team traded
scores in both quarters; however, the
Knights carried a 13-10 lead into
halftime. Liberty's Jason Harrcll
began the scoring on the Flames' first
possession of the game with a 34-yard
field goal to make the score 3-0.
The Knights bounced back to take
a 7-3 lead with two minutes left in the
opening quarter when junior tailback
Mark Giacone (26 carries for 129
yards) capped a 77-yard drive with a
four-yard run up the middle.
In the second quarter the Flames
grabbed the lead again on a nine-yard
touchdown reception bytightend Eric
Green (seven catches for 73 yards).
The touchdown gave the Flames' a
10-7 lead and marked die fifth time in
seven games mat Green has caught a
touchdown pass.
On the next series Central Florida
vaulted to a 13-10 lead on a 16-play,
67-yard drive tiiat ended on a oneyard scamper to the left by English.

Flames Feedba c k
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Houston will pay for humiliation
Fact: A week and
Kevin M.
a half ago, Houston
crushed SMU 95Bloye
21, amassing more
than 1,000 total yards in offense.
Opinion: What a disgrace to college football. Houston Coach Jack
Pardee decided to take a page out of
die "Jimmy Johnson Book of Sports
Etiqueae" and humiliate a undermanned squad of freshman athletes.
Since Houston was leading 59-14
at halftime, it seems obvious thatSMU
did not have afightingchance to win.
However, Pardee continued the Cougar air-show and completely embarrassed die Mustangs, fresh from their
two-year NCAA death-penalty.
What should the Houston coach
have done? Sit on die ball and deflate
it. Ask for volunteers in die crowd to
take a few snaps rather than humiliate another team just for statistics.
Sooner or later, this game will come
back to haunt diem.
Fact: Wake up! It'salmostbasket-

lume.
Opinion: That's right, the Flames
began practicing on Oct. 15 and, as
always, a new season is filled with
high hopes and expectations. TheLU
basketball team has not made the transition to Division 1 quite as easily as
die football team has, but let's face it,
great Christian basketball teams are
much harder to assemble.
The Flames had their annual RedWhite game Oct 27 and willtipdie
regular season off on Nov. 25. The
Flames played Clemson in a milestone game last year, and this year
they will travel to Blacksburg to face
Virginia Tech for the first time ever.
The Flames have a young team this
year but die mere presence of senior
phenom Bailey Alston gives LU hoop
fans reason to get excited. More on
LU basketball in die weeks to come.
Fact: The Bay Area earthquake not
only postponed die World Series for a
week and a half, it added another
tragedy to die 1989 season.

FABULOUS FIVE
College & Pro Kevin
Games for Nov. Bloye
4&5

(47-23)

Keith Jeffrey Jeffrey Dave
Miller Simmons Cota Dentel
(45-25)

(40-30)

(43-27)

(38-32)

Liberty at
Liberty Liberty liberty Liberty Liberty
Vounastown St.
West Penn Penn
West Virginia at Penn West
Virginia
Penn State
State Virainia
State State
Nebraska at
Colorado

Colo,

Colo.

Colo.

Colo.

Colo.

Jeff
Meyer
guest

Miami

Miami

Miami

Penn
State

Cincinnati at
L.A. Raiders

Raiders Cincy

Cincy

Clev.

Ciev.

New
New
Jets
Englanc England

Cincy Cincy

Cincy

Clev.

Clev.

Clev.

Champion Reporter
Before Saturday's game widi Vanderbilt, Flames head coach Bill Bell
was adamant about die outcome. "I
just want die boys to continue die
same way they have all year, I can't
ask for more."
Liberty continued its mastery on
the road Saturday as die Flames shut
out Vanderbilt 4-0 using two goals by
Mark Senitz and, one each by James
Otchere and Brian Stephens. The
Raines won two out of three road
games this week to up its overall
record to 8-5-2 and improve its road
record to 6-3.
Senitz and Otchere also recorded
an assist each. Stephens goal was his
team leading nintii.
The victory guaranteed die Flames
a .500 record for die season widi three
remaining games. Liberty, in its second year at the Division 1 level, needs
either a win or atiein one of die
games to secure its second consecutive winning season.
"Two winning seasons in die first

two years of Division 1 would be
quite an accomplishment," Bell said.
Earlier in die week Liberty traveled
to Conway, S.C., and almost upset
Coastal Carolina, but the Chanticelers scored widi 15:20 left in diefirstto
shut out die scrappy Flames 1-0.
Coastal Carolina, one of die "exceptional" teams in die South, upped
its record to 14-3 after the hard-fought
win.
Paul Ban ta, coach of Coastal Carolina commended die Flames play.
"Liberty University is one of die top
teams we've played tins year."
The Flames quickness on defense
held Coastal Carolina's Hilmar Arnason, the nation's leading scorer,
w i thou t a shot all game. Arnason previously had 15 goals and 10 assists in
16 games.
Despite outshooting die Flames 127, die Chanticelers didn't attack die
goal. Nimo had only diree saves. LU
booter Steve Schutt said of Coastal
Carolina, "They really had only one
good opportunity to score and that

Nicole

uni/fl

New
New
New
England pEngland England

_

TRETORN

[•my in

MAINE
WOODS

MIA

Lynchburg's Best Values
On Name Brand Shoes
10200 TIMBERLAKE ROAD
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9 - 5 and Sun. 12 - 5

"TALK-BACK"

CLASSIFIEDS
THANK YOU: I would like to
thank everyone for their prayers,
cards and expressions of sympathy
in the recent homegoing of my
mother and the surgery of my
daughter in Florida. Your prayers
certainly sustained me during these
trying times. May God richly bless
all of you. Sincerely, Alma Miller.
EARN MONEY: Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to make
$500 - $1,000 for a one week, oncampus marketing project Must
be organized and hardworking. Call
Jenny or Myra at (800) 592-2121.
SPRING BREAK 1990: Individual or student organization needed
to promote our Spring Break trips
Earn money, free trips and valuable
work experience. APPLY NOW!!
Call Inter-Campus Programs: 1800-327-6013.

was dieir one goal."
Freshman Brent Ward agreed, "Our
chances were better than theirs."
Liberty had at least two "one on ones"
with die goalkeeper and failed to score.
Michael Barnham, a booter for
Coastal Carolina, accepted die Lord
as Bell and odier Flames players witnessed.
Liberty opened die week in a winning fashion as Stephens scored a
clutch goal offaSchuttassist with six
minutes left in die game enabling die
Flames to shutout die Jacksonville
Dolphins 1-0.
LU outshot die Dolphins 11-8, but
Stephens' eighth goal of die season
and the Flames defense (Nimo had
four saves) did die rest to ensure victory. The victory was LU's seventh
of die season, one win better than last
year's 6-4-4 mark.
The Flames are in die process of
playing eight games in 17 days widi
seven games on die road. Liberty
plays its final game at home Nov. 4
against the District of Columbia.

BOB
LARSON

Where Fashion Is
Affordable...

Miami

Vikings Vikings Vikings vikings Rams Vikings

Clev,

Soccer team shuts out Vanderbilt

By MARVIN HAMLETT

Cofo.

L A Rams at
Minnesota

Cleveland at
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Jets at
New Enaland

1

The Flames bounced back on their
next possession, marching 80 yards
on 11 plays, capped by a three-yard
scoring pass from Johnson to Green.
Johnson's two-point conversion pass
fell incomplete, leaving the score at
26-16.
After an interception by me Flames'
Wesley McConnell at die LU 40 on
the Knights' first play from scrimmage, wide receiver Craig White
caught a nine-yard scoring pass to cut
the UCF lead to 26-23. The score was
set up by a 21-yard catch by Green
that placed die ball at die Knights' 45.

liberty

;..* $11 :•. P/-

Miami Miami

On the Knights' first play from
scrimmage, Giacone sprinted 20 yards
down die right sideline to give die
Central Florida a 26-10 lead. The
Flames' defense, which had given up
an average of 116 rushing yards per
game, was shredded for 292 total
rushing yards by die Central Florida
ground attack.
"We knew mat if we were to win
die game, we needed to stop their
running game," Smith, the Flames'
defensive captain said. "They've got
some real big guys running the ball
and we missed too many tackles."

CONSOLIDATED
SHOE
STORE

1

N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
N.C.
Virginia at
N.C.
State
State State State
State State
N.C. State
Georgia So v at Georgia Georgia
Georgia Georgia Georgia
JMU Southern Soutfierr Southern
James Madison Souttem Southern
Indianapolis at
Miami

Opinion: Itdoesn'tmatter who won
the World Series after die earthquake.
The many lives and homes lost turned
the 1989 Fall Classic into a pool of
tears and sorrow.
This year will not be remembered
for die Oakland Athletics or any
individual baseball accomplishments.
Instead, when we look back to this
year, w will think of die Pete Rose
scandal, die suicide of former
Angel's reliever Donnie Moore, die
death of commissioner Bart Giamatti
and of course, die quake that shook
die bay.

After halftime the Knights took a
commanding 26-10 lead on two touchdowns only a 1:22 apart.
After a 25-yard punt into the wind
by the Flames' Jon Vines, UCF took
over at their own 36 and drove 64
yards on eight plays. English scored
his second touchdown of the game on
a four-yard run up the middle to give
the Knights a 20-10 lead.
The Flames put UCF in position for
its second score of the quarter when
Knights' safety Eric Buckley intercepted Johnson's pass at the Liberty
26, returning six yards to the 20.

Live-by-Satellite Nationwide Radio
Weekday Afternoons

OPPORTUNITY. ::
CHALLENGE...
REWARD.

A provocative, candid, controversial talk show
taking calls from across America.
Bob Larson gives you a new view on
today's issues.

Air Force Officer Training School can be the start of
a challenging and rewarding career for you. When you
graduate, you'll be a commissioned officer in the
Air Force. You can apply your management skills and
leadership techniques in a stimulating environment
and have opportunity for advancement. Find out how
you can put your college degree to work for you
and your country. AIM HIGH. Contact your Air Force
recruiter today. Call

WBRG
AM 1050
4-5 p.m. Mon. - Fri.

USAF OFFICER PLACEMENT
800-423-USAF
gnf^

INTERNATIONAL

BROADCASTING

NETWORKJNC.

P.O. Box 39096 Denver, CO 80236 (303) 980-1211

>£45i
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Attwood, Flames win conference title
By SUZANNE DUNCAN
Champion Reporter

"I had it in the back of my mind that
it would be my last time to run conference," Lynn Attwood said. "I concentrated more in this race than any race
in the season."
And it paid off. On Saturday, Oct.
28, Attwood, a senior on the Lady
Flames cross country team won the
Mason-Dixon Conference Cross
Country Meet, leading Liberty to its
fifth conference title.
"I feel honored to have won,"
Attwood said. "I do thank the Lord
that in my last year I could win."
The meet was held at the University
of Maryland-Baltimore County where
Attwood's time of 18:52 set a new
course record.
The previous record was set earlier
in die season by Liberty' s Karen Eisemann, who finished second in
Saturday's race with a time of 19:02.
Patti Bottiglieri placed 3rd with a
time of 19:04. Suzanne Duncan and
Cheryl Nash ran 20:03 and 20:04 to

two-mile.
place 8th and 9th in the meet
"I was positive throughout the
Theresa Duncan was 12th at 20:18
whole
race," Attwood said. "Ikepton
and Jennifer Reeder rounded out tbe
wanting
to go harder and harder. I
top seven, finishing 18th with at time
didn't
want
to let up, but that second
of 20:49.
hill
was
a
killer."
Odier Liberty finishers included
On that second hill, Kim Cogsgriff,
Kim Wolbert, 22nd at 21:13 and Carri
a
member
of die Mary Washington
Siegal, 26th with 21:41.
College
team,
took die lead.
"I though we ran very well," coach
"I was able to witness to Kim two
Ron Hopkins said. "We had significant improvement since the first time weeks ago (at a previous meet),"
we ran die course about a mondi ago." Attwood said. "I'd been praying for
"As a team it was our best race," two weeks, and my prayer was to
show love to her practically."
freshman Jennifer Reeder said.
Nearing the last 600 meters of the
"There were only two minutes between die first and seventh runner (on race, Cogsgriff took a wrong turn.
"ThetiireeLiberty gals (Attwood,
die team) which has been one of our
Eisemann and Bottiglieri) saw this
goals," Reeder said.
"We're starting to tighten up our gal going off the course," Hopkins
little groups of runners," Hopkins said. said.
"They made every effort to get her
"This is very important for the region
back on die course, even though it
meet at Furman University."
Reeder called the UMBC course mighthavemeantthat Cogsgriff might
have won die race."
"die hardest one we've run."
Despite warnings from die three
This, she said, was due in part to
die mud and gravel as well as die 150meter hill die runners faced at die onemile mark and again shortly after die
By TIM SEARS
Champion Reporter

On Deck:
Youngstown State University
On deck: Youngstown State University
When: Nov. 4,1989,1 p.m.
Where: Stambaugh Stadium
(16,000) Youngstown, Ohio
Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano (1st year, 6-1)
Youngstown State, Jim Tressel
(4th year, 19-23)
Series: Liberty leads 1-0
Analysis: After a disappointing
loss to Central Florida, the Flames
(6-1) hit the road for die second
straight week to play Youngstown
State which was ranked 11th behind Liberty before last Saturday's
game.
In die first and only meeting
between die two teams last year,
the Flames recorded theirfirstshutout since 1980 by trouncing die
Penguins 29-0. Liberty's defense
limited die Penguins to 52 yards
total rushing and allowed only 190
total yards in the contest. Offensively, quarterback Paul Johnson
shredded die YSU secondary going
23 for 31 for 286 yards. Tailback
Charles McCray rushed for 101
yards on 23 carries.
Despite last year's lackluster
performance at City Stadium, die
Penguins are not the same team diat
was trampled by die Flames. After
opening the season witii two straight

losses to Maine (28-14) and Eastern
Michigan (14-3), YSU has rebounded impressively winning its
next six games before losing to
Western Kentucky last week 4138.
The Flames suffered their first
setback of the season last week
despite afineperformance by Paul
Johnson who threw for 272 yards
after a three-week absence from the
lineup.
While die passing game continues to blossom, die talented tadback duo of McCray and Leroy Kinard carried die ball only 11 times
each in last week's loss, producing
only 123 total team rushing yards.
Both teams suffered heartbreaking losses last week and the loser of
this game will most likely fall from
the top 20. The Penguins remember
die 1988 beating from the Flames
and undoubtedly look to return the
favor.
Liberty received itsfirstwake-up
call of die season last week, and
Sam Rutigl iano will have his troops
fired up from the start. Another loss
would definitely dampen any hopes
of Liberty's first-ever post-season
berth.
This game should be a dogfight.
As for predictions? Liberty wins on
a coin toss.

The men's cross country team won
die Mason-Dixon Conference, running against Olympic competition at
UMBC ( University of Maryland
Baltimore County) Saturday, Oct. 28.
"Everyone has a grand illusion of
running with Olympians. They made
us run away on thefirstmile," senior
Ray McClanahan said. McClanahan
was referring to Peter Rono and Kip
Cheryiot, two Kenyans who run for
Mount Saint Mary's and competed in
the Seoul Olympics in die 1500 meter
run.
Rono won die 1988 Olympic gold
in the 1500 meter run in Seoul, but it
was Cheryiot who won the 5- mile
race and set a new course record with

If You're Seriously Into Music, You'll Discover
The Record Exchange Sooner or Later.
New Releases As Much As $3.00 Below Uc|>ular Retail Prices!
Thousands or Used CDs, LPs & Cassettes Priced Even Lower!
ALL Hems, New AND Used, Guaranteed For Condition!
(ireal Selection or Alternative Music, Independents & Imports!
Free Search Service For Out of Print or Hard To Find Items!
Special Orders Handled Quickly and With No Extra Charge!
We Buy YOUK Unwanted CDs, LPs & Tapes If They're in
Demand & in (Jood Enough Condition!

Sooner Saves More Money.
r —— — — — — — — — — — — — ——————*
This Coupon (Jmid For
ONE EXTRA CD "JEWEL BOX"

I

With Any Purchase of One or More CDs

I

Limit nut coupon per t IIMOTTM r.
I'uupuM M ; M l M U M 4 hi (ottiMnallun <*lln nittf i <owpo«a or •ItCQuaU.

I Store That
WoesItMJL!

Office Hours By Appointment

Phone: (804) 384-1631

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
LARRY G. McGLOTHLIN, D.C.

2900 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

FREE CONSULTATION TO
LU STUDENTS

uphill. In addition to die difficult
conditions, Mike Shupe, die number
two man on die team, was suffering
from a strained hamstring. Shupe
finished eightii overall in the race.

was truly remarkable. The victory is
owed to Hurst and Dam ian Bates and
our middle runners." McClanahan,
Hurst and Bates each made All-Conference.
The course was a strict 1.5 miles

MAKE A
DASH
FOR
CASH
• Apply now for the best part-time job
in Lynchburg.
• Excellent wages...$3.50 to $10.00 per hour.
• Great hours for students...Monday thru
Friday, 5:30 - 9:00 p.m.
• For more information, call: 832-0469

&

YES. We Can Help.

B &B presentations
7703 Timbcrlake Rd.
P.O. Box 4768
Lynchburg, VA 24502

«

Swensen's introduces n e w all-natural ice cream in 29 T E M P T I N G flavors:

The Plaza, Memorial Ave.
I

a 24:45 time in Baltimore.
A large part of the credit for the
Flames' win belongs to McClanahan
who had already made All-State. At
tiiis race hefinishedfirston die team
and fourth overall with a 25:54 time
to make All-Conference.
McClanahan said he was inspired
to run such a goodracebecause of the
presence of the two Olympians. He
said, "Cheryiot ran away witii die
race at the second mile, but Peter
Rono was in my sight the whole race."
McClanahan finished die race only
27 seconds behind Rono.
However, the conference victory
was not an individual accomplishment. McClanahan said, "Steve
(Hurst) ran dieraceof his life. To run
that type of race after a couple of
mediocre races and on that course

The Best Ice Cream in the World Just Got Better!

Monday-Saturday 10 'til 9; Sunday 1 'til 6

5288800

Freshman hitter Nicole Nice sets up a teammate for a spike against
Virginia Tech Oct. 24. The Flames dropped three out of four matches
to the Hokies in the game at Liberty gym. The Flames traveled to
Pennsylvania over the weekend and dropped matches to Penn Stae
and Temple University. With the three losses, Liberty fell to 8-17 on the
season.
i*10*0"»o-^Engiwi

Men run against Olympians; win conference

FOOTBALL

O
O
O
O
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O
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LU runners, Cogsgriff continued in
die wrong direction andfinishedlast.
"She just didn't hear all die warnings," Hopkins said.
"Lynn, Karen and Patti all tried to
turn her back. It pleased me that we
tried everything we could. I had tiiree
coaches come up and say something
about it"
During the awards ceremony die
meet management mentioned die
incident publicly, commending Liberty for what diey called "a very unselfish act."
"That spoke volumes about their
character," Hopkins said.
"It made a solid statement as to
their Christian character and made an
impact on several other coaches and
athletes which will make it possible to
share Christ with those people later in
future meets.
"That may have been our biggest
victory of the day," Hopkins said.

Honey roasted Maple Walnut
Frosted Chocolate Malt
New York Cherry Cheesecake
Mocha Truffle Chip
Chocolate Macadamia Crunch
Cookies 'n Cookies 'n Cream
Chewy Gooey Candy Bar
Heath Bar Crunch
White Russian
Wild Mountain Balckberry
Strawberries Bananas and Cream
Sticky Chewy Chocolate
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup
Lemon Custard

Cookies and Cream
Mocha Almond Fudge
Chocolate Chip
Praline Pecan
Rocky Road
Turkish Coffee
Bubble Gum
Orange Sherbert
Thin Mint
Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Caramel Turtle Fudge
Banana

Buy 3 and Get a 4th One

|

Pick lip Any 4 USED LPS OR USED CASSETTES.
Present This Coupon, and the Lowest Priced Item
Is on the House!

|
|
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Christian Music Available

FREE
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Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!
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The Liberty University Band

The spirit
of the
Mountain

The Band

Lorie Hines

Tammy Pryor, Tom Kawlecki and John Sterner

Tina Moore, Jody Waltrip and Demarls Justamante
PtiotoQfiftfiytoyJ#ff Qnwh

Cindy Church
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